
Skill Moves 
Listed below is a list of skills moves that can be added to any individual workout.  Practicing skills moves with 
the ball will improve spatial understanding of where the ball is at any time.  It was also improve foot speed, 
coordination, and 1v1 skill.  The first set of moves are all demonstrated in a single video, I’ve added the time 
in video for each move.  The other set are demonstrated in their own video.


This is not the absolute list of moves, you can look for others to practice and or create your own move.  


The list 
Video of moves 
Step over (1:18) - step from inside out of ball then take the ball with the opposite foot

Cruyff Turn (1:29) - sell the move with a fake cross or shot and then cut the ball back behind your opposite 
leg

Bait and Take (1:53) - show the ball out to the defender then slide it in opposite direction quickly

The Cut (2:12) - inside of foot

The L Move (2:34) - pull back and move laterally making an L or backward L with the ball

The Chop (2:52) - cut back using inside of foot across your body

Body Feint (3:10) - use your upper body to show in one direction 
McGeady Spin (3:26) - inside of directional foot pull back and spin changing direction 
Elastico (3:42) - tap out with outside of foot pull back in with inside quickly 
Scoop Turn (3:56) - scoop ball with inside of foot into the opposite direction 
Maradona (4:10) - 2 foot spin starting with a pull back 
Ronaldo Chop (4:22) - chop the ball hard behind opposite leg changing direction 
La Croqueta (4:30) - inside right foot to inside left foot and forward 
Reverse Elastico (4:43) 
Leg Feint (4:55) 
Okocha (5:08) - pull across body and dummy scissor the ball 
Matthews (5:25) - similar to elasticos but add the feint


Scissors 
Stop and go 
V pull 
rollover 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Sspkre2hqZU&t=236
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5vENehfAMTc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-W4CSIntI6E
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uCz9FZu-GCw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pjJBVjXhFRU

